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 The cognitive radio network permits secondary users to reach unused 
spectrum of primary users. In this paper, a mixed preemptive/non-preemptive 
resume priority M/G/1 queuing model is proposed for characterizing multiple 

handoff delay and to minimize the extended data delivery time of secondary 
users that has experienced multiple spectrum handoff during its transmission. 
The proposed queuing model supports delay-sensitive secondary user 
applications. The secondary users‟ traffic is classified into two priority 
classes, the highest priority class for delay sensitive services and the lowest 
priority class for delay insensitive services. Furthermore, the proposed model 
assigns higher priority for the interrupted secondary users over uninterrupted 
secondary users for each class of secondary users in order to minimize  
the handoff delays for secondary users that experience multiple interruptions. 

Analytical formulas for the average extended data delivery time are derived 
for two different proactive spectrum handoff strategies (always stay  
and always change strategies) for both classes of secondary users. Simulation 
of proposed system model was performed to validate the analytical results 
and a good agreement was obtained. The performance of the suggested 
model is assessed and compared with other spectrum handoff models. 
Numerical results illustrate that the proposed system model outperforms 
existing models and can reduce the extended data delivery time for  

the secondary users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Radio spectrum needs to be managed as it is a finite natural resource. To support different wireless 
applications and prevent them from interfering with each other, spectrum regulators have followed fixed 

spectrum access policy (FSA) [1]. With FSA, each part of the spectrum with specific bandwidth is assigned 

to a licensed user or several licensed users. However, the licensed spectrum is underused [2, 3]. 

To increase spectrum usage, dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has been suggested as an alternative 

policy to utilize the spectrum holes and reduce the problem of spectrum lack. The secondary users (SUs) 

search for unoccupied spectrum bands dynamically and access them temporarily for wireless 

communications. SUs must vacate the spectrum band whenever primary users (PUs) start using the band [4]. 

The technology of cognitive radio networks (CRNs) is the key enabling technology of DSA [5]. 

Mitola [6], was the first who introduced the term cognitive radio which is a new innovation that 

permits SUs to utilize PUs unused licensed spectrum bands to increase the utilization of the scarce frequency 

spectrum. During the transmission period PUs have the right to pre-empt the SUs when PUs arrive at their 

channel, SUs must continue its transmission at another vacant channel, this process in CRNs is called 
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spectrum handoff [7, 8], that is providing reliable transmissions for SUs that have been interrupted by PUs, 

and helping them to continue their uncompleted transmission which can minimize the performance 

degradation during spectrum handoff by providing smooth and fast switching [9].  

Spectrum handoff schemes in CRN can be classified into switching and non-switching handoff. 

Figure 1 shows spectrum handoff schemes classification. In non-switching handoff scheme, when a PU 

arrives at its target channel the SU pauses its transmission and waits on the same channel until all PUs finish 

their transmission and the channel becomes idle again then the SU resumes its undone transmission [10]. 

Because the SU does not change its channel, there is no delay for channel switching therefore the handoff delay 

in the non-switching technique is only the time which the secondary user spends waiting on the channel. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Spectrum handoff schemes 

 

 

For the switching handoff technique, it can further be classified into proactive switching  

and reactive switching. Based on the decision time for selecting the desired channels [8]. In spectrum handoff 

of proactive-decision, secondary users prepare desired channels before the beginning of their sending 

information by regularly monitoring all channels for the purpose of collecting channel information. Then, SU 

decides which channel is the best for the next spectrum handoffs according to results obtained from long 

observation period. While in reactive spectrum handoff, SU searches for target channel after the interruption, 
after this search the SU will continue the interrupted transmission on one of the target channels. 

In the literature, most of the existing works have used M/G/1 priority queueing model to model 

spectrum handoff. In [11-14] the authors have considered one queue for primary users and one queue for 

secondary users. All types of SUs waits in the same queue and have the same priority. However, the same 

priority is given to all SUs in the unitary model. This makes the queueing model inappropriate for  

the networks that are having delay-sensitive applications. The different wireless communication services, 

have different delay requirements. If all SUs types have the same priority to access the channels without 

differentiation, then the performance of some delay-sensitive services might not be achieved while some 

delay-insensitive services might be enhanced indifferently.  

In [15-18] the authors divide the SUs to multiple classes according to their priority. The queue  

of highest priority is for PUs and there is N number of queues for N Classes of SUs. In [17, 18] PUs have 

the highest priority and can pre-empts SUs, SUs that are having higher priorities can pre-empt the 
transmissions of SUs with lower priorities. However, this queueing model might cause deterioration in the 

total transmission delay over CRNs because of overly frequent spectrum handoff while in [15, 16] the SUs 

cannot interrupt the ongoing transmission of other SUs of lower classes so as to prevent multiple 

interruption for lower priority SUs. Although the multiclass model can solve the problem of delay 

sensitive networks by assigning higher priority to the SUs with delay sensitive service over SUs with delay 

insensitive services but, both the unitary model and the multiclass model that have been mentioned do not 

assign priority to interrupted users over uninterrupted users. Multiple spectrum handoffs will severely 

degrade the interrupted users ' QoS because it increases the handoff delay and overall service time. 

Assigning higher priority to the interrupted users over newly arriving uninterrupted users can minimize the 

average service time and show significant performance gains.  

In [9, 19] there are three priority classes. The highest priority is assigned to PUs, the next priority is 
assigned to the interrupted SUs, and the last priority is assigned to the non-interrupted SUs. The second priority 

queue is simply a feedback queue that interrupted SUs return to that queue. However this model assumes a 

unitary class of SU and therefore does not take into account the different delay requirements of SUs. 
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Multiple interruption in the middle of the transmission of a SU, will increase the data delivery time 

of the SU which leads to decrease of QoS for SUs therefore, spectrum usage behaviors in CRNs need to be 

analyzed to minimize SUs handoff delay. In order to minimize and characterize multiple handoff delay, 

M/G/1 queuing model of mixed PRP/NPRP is proposed in this paper. In the proposed queuing model the SUs 

are divided into two classes. SUs with delay sensitive services assigned higher priority class than SUs with 

delay insensitive services. Furthermore, the model assigns higher priority for the SUs that have been 

interrupted over uninterrupted SUs for each class of SU to decrease the handoff delay of the SUs that 

experience multiple interruptions.  
 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL 

In the proposed model, the CRN is assumed to be a time-slotted system [11] which means each 

user's data is divided into time slots of equal sizes. Each time slot consists of two parts as shown in Figure 2. 

The first part of the time slot performs spectrum sensing while the other part is for transmitting data.  

In the first part, the SU periodically monitors the channel, when it senses that the current channel is not busy, 

then in the second part the transmission will commence while the procedure of spectrum handoff must be 

achieved if the SU senses that the channel is busy [9].  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The structure of the time slots of the secondary networks 

 

 

In the proposed system model, access points are suggested for uplink and downlink for PUs and SUs 

to compete for spectrum channels utilization. The suggested model comprises of two channels that are 

independent of each other. The channels are modelled using M/G/1 queuing theorem based on (PRP/NPRP) 

as illustrated in Figure 3. Each of the wireless channels consists of five priority queues. The queue of higher 

priority is dedicated for PUs, and the rest queues allocated to SUs. Two queues are for new arriving SUs  

of two classes, the first class of SU for delay sensitive services and the second class of SU is for delay 

insensitive services, and the two rest queues are for interrupted SUs for each class of SU. For simplicity,  

the queues are performed with infinite length.  

In this model, PUs can interrupt the ongoing transmissions of SUs so that the interaction between 
them is PRP. It is assumed that SUs can‟t interrupt each other to avoid frequent spectrum handoff for SUs 

with lower priorities which means that the interaction between SUs is NPRP. Class 1 SU (SU1) has higher 

priority than class 2 SU (SU2) and interrupted SUs for each class has higher priority than the new arriving 

SU (uninterrupted SUs). For users of the same type in the same queue the sequence of the channel access is 

first come first served (FCFS). Throughout SU transmission it may encounter multiple interruptions from 

PUs. The unfinished transmission of SUs that have been interrupted can be resumed instead of retransmission 

of the whole connection. 

Assuming the primary users PUs and both 1st and 2nd secondary users classes SU1 and SU2 reach 

at their target channel k in accordance with Poisson processes of mean rates   
      

  and    
  respectively,  

and their mean service time that is generally distributed are  [  
 ],  [   

 ] and  [   
 ]. When the users arrive 

at a busy channel they will have to wait in their queues till the channel becomes idle. The interrupted SUs are 

represented by SU with   interruptions (   ) and will reach at their desired channel with accordance to 

Poisson process too of mean rates      
  and      

  for 1st and 2nd secondary users classes respectively  

and mean service time of  [     
 ] and  [      

 ]. SUs parameters with zero interruptions (i=0) are denoted 

with    
      

  ,  [   
 ] and  [   

 ]. 
When SU is interrupted and chose to stay at its channel, it‟ll be put at the head of the interrupted SU 

queue of its class but if it chose to change the channel, it will be put at the tail of the interrupted SU queue  

of its class. Figure 3 shows that the primary user is transmitting over channel K', while at channel K a SU  
of class 2 priority is transmitting when a PU reaches and interrupts the SU, this SU will either switch to 

channel K' that is appeared by the „yes‟ branch which comes after the „switch‟ box in Figure 3, it will be 

placed at the tail of the interrupted SU2 queue (ISU2 queue). Or it will stay at the current channel that 

appeared by the „NO‟ branch and it will be placed at the head of the interrupted SU2 queue (ISU2 queue). 
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Figure 3. Mixed PRP/NPRP queueing model for spectrum handoff schemes 

 

 

To ease the present analyses, the following assumptions are considered [11]: 

a) The primary users are preassigned with a target channel or default channel. Also, spectrum decision 
algorithms select a target channel for each secondary user. 

b) SUs can sense and detect the presence of PUs perfectly. 

c) At each channel, only one user in a time can transmit its data. 

 

 

3. MODEL ANALYSIS  

In the present part, a mathematical framework for the handoff delay and average extended data delivery 

time for SUs is evaluated and analyzed that is considered as an essential measure of performance of SUs 

traffic. The utilization factors of PUs and SUs are respectively defined as [11, 20]: 

 

  
    

   [  
 ]  (1) 

 

     
       

   [     
 ] (2) 

 

     
       

   [     
 ] (3) 

 
And the overall system utilization is described by: 

 

     
  ∑      

     
    ∑      

     
     (4) 

 

where      is the maximum number of interruptions. For simplicity, it is assumed that all the channels have 
the same parameters and they are identical. So, the notation (k) can be dropped in all system parameters: 

 

      ∑      
    
    ∑      

    
    (5) 
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The systems stability‟s important and sufficient conditions are:  

 

   ,    <1, (∑      
    
       (∑      

    
   )      

 

3.1.  Calculations of the handoff delay 

SU connection‟s handoff delay is the duration from when SUs transmission is interrupted till it is 

resumed again. Define E[ ] as the handoff delay for SUs. Each time, an interruption occurs, the SU will have 

to decide to remain at the current channel or to switch to other channels so, the cumulative handoff delay will 

be based on selecting the desired channel sequence. The handoff delay in this thesis, will be derived based on 

the desired channel sequence identified in the standard of IEEE 802.22 wireless regional area network 

(WRAN) [21]; the switching case and the non-switching case 

 

3.1.1. Switching case (always change strategy): 

In this strategy, after each interruption the SU chooses to switch to another channel and wait in  

the tail of the interrupted queue of its priority of the new channel and will be resumed after all the queued 

high priority PUs, SUs of higher priority, interrupted SUs of its priority present in the queue ahead of him, 

new arriving PUs and new arriving SUs of higher priority arrived in the waiting time of this SU finish their 

transmissions. Let E[  ] be the the average waiting time of SUs in the changing approach, then the handoff 

delay E[ ] in this strategy will be the sum of the waiting time (E[  ]) and the switching delay (  ).  
The handoff delay for class 1 SU (SU1) and class 2 SU (SU2) can be expressed respectively as: 

 

E[   ]   [    ]     and E[   ]   [    ]      (6) 

 

E[    ] is the average waiting time of class 1 SU (SU1) and can be calculated based on M/G/1 queue 

analysis [22, 23] as : 

 

 [    ]= [  ]    [  ]  [  ]  ∑   [     ]  [     ]
    
   +   [    ]  [  ] (7) 

 

 [  ]    [  ]  [  ]  ∑   [     ]  [     ]
    
    is Queued PUs and interrupted SU1s ahead of him in ISU1 

queue,    [    ]  [  ] is new arriving PUs  

The first term in (7) represents the mean residual service time of the user presently being served at 

the time that the interrupted SU reaches at the channel. The user that is served currently may be  

a PU or SU of any class as in the proposed model SUs cannot preempt each other. The second term  

and the third term are for the accumulative waiting time that is produced by the PUs from PUs queue  

and interrupted SU1s. The fourth term of the equation is for the accumulative waiting time resulted from  

the newly arrived PUs that is arriving in the period of E[    ]. The mean residual service time E[  ] can be 

expressed as [22, 24]: 

 

E[  ]   
 

 
    E[  

 ] + 
 

 
 ∑         [     

 ]    
    + 

 

 
 ∑         [     

 ]    
    (8) 

 

The first term of (8) represents the residual service time for the PU and the second term and third 

terms represent the residual service time for SU1 and SU2 with   interruptions respectively, where E[  
 ] is 

the second moment of the service time for PU,  [     
 ] and  [     

 ] are the second moment  

of mean service time of SU1 and SU2 respectively.  

Now, one can derive the second term of (7). E[  ] is the average number of PUs that are queued 

using little‟s law: 

 

E[  ]      [  ]  (9) 

 

where  [  ] is the average waiting time of the PU connections, which is is the period from the time that  

a PU connection arrives at the high- priority queue of its default channel until it gets the opportunity to 

transmit its data. Hence, it follows that:  

 

 [  ]    [  ]    [  ]  [  ]  (10) 
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where  [  ] is the average residual service time resulting from only the PU connections as PU s have 

preemptive priority and can interrupt the ongoing transmission of SUs. The second term of (10) is for the 

total workload of PU connections in the PU queue.  [  ] can be expressed as: 

 

 [  ]  
 

 
    E[  

 ]  (11) 

 

Substituting (9) and (11) into (10) then (10) becomes: 

 

E[  ]  
 [  ] 

      [  ] 
  

   [  
 ] 

       
 (12) 

 

and  

 

E[  ]  
  

   [  
 ] 

        
  (13) 

 

Next, according to little‟s law, one can obtain: 

 

 [     ]         [    ] (14) 

 

Finally substituting (13) and (14) into (7) and it becomes: 

 

E[    ] = 
 [  ] 

  
  [  

 ] 

       
  [  ]

     ∑      
    
   

   (15) 

 

For SU2, the average waiting time of SU2 can be calculated in the same way as of SU1 but it is 

more complex because SU1 has higher priority than SU2 and SU2 will not be able to use the channel until all 

of the PUs and SU1s finish their connections. It could be expressed as: 

 

E[    ]=E[  ]+E[  ]  [  ]+∑   [     ]  [     ]
    
   +E[   ]  [   ] +∑  [     ]  [     ] 

    
   +    

E[    ]  [  ] + ∑         [    ]  [     ]
    
    (16) 

 

The first and second terms of (16) are the same as those of (7) that have been explained. While the 

third, fourth and fifth terms represent the accumulative waiting time produced by interrupted SU1s, and 

uninterrupted SU1s that are queued and interrupted SU2s present ahead of him in  

the ISU2 queue respectively. The sixth and seventh terms are for the accumulative waiting time produced by 

the newly arriving PUs, interrupted and uninterrupted SU1s arriving in the period of E[    ]. Substituting 

(13) and (14) into (16) and using little‟s theorem yields: 

 

E[    ]= 
 [  ] 

  
  [  

 ] 

       
  [  ] ∑       

    
    [    ]      [    ]

     ∑      
    
   

 ∑      
    
   

  (17) 

 

Next, substituting (8) and (15) in (17) produces:  

 

E[    ]= 

( [  ] 
  

  [  
 ] 

       
  [  ])(        )

(     ∑      
    
   

)(     ∑      
    
   

 ∑      
    
   

)
  (18) 

 

 Now, substituting (15) and (18) into (6) the handoff delay for SU1 and SU2 of the proposed system 

model for the always change strategy can be obtained:  

 

E[   ]  
 [  ] 

  
  [  

 ] 

       
  [  ]

     ∑      
    
   

     (19) 

 

and 
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E[   ]  

( [  ] 
  

  [  
 ] 

       
  [  ])(        )

(     ∑      
    
   

)(     ∑      
    
   

 ∑      
    
   

)
     (20) 

 

3.1.2. Non- switching case (always stay strategy) 

In this case, the SU connection after each interruption selects to stay at its default channel. In  

the non-switching case there is no switching (ts=0) so, the handoff delay is just the waiting time in a queue. If 

 [   ] is defined as the waiting time of SU1 and  [   ] as the waiting time of SU2 in the staying case then:  

 

 [   ]=  [   ] ,  [   ]=  [   ]  (21) 

 

Based on M/G/1 queue analysis, the waiting time for SU1 can be calculated as: 

 

 [   ]   [  ]      [   ]  [  ]  (22) 

 

The first term in (22) is for the mean service time of the primary user that is the reason  

of the interruption, and the second part of the equation shows the cumulative waiting time resulted from the 

new arrival of primary users arriving in the period of E[   ]. Solving (22) yields: 

 

 [   ]  
 [  ]

(    )
  (23) 

 

And the interrupted SU of class 2 waiting time [   ] is obtained as: 

 

 [   ]    [  ]      [   ]  [  ]  ∑      
    
    [   ]  [     ]  (24) 

 

The first and second term of (24) are the same as those of (22), the third term represents the 

cumulative workload that has been resulted from new arrivals of the interrupted SU1 connections and 

uninterrupted SU1 connections arriving during  [   ]. Solving (24) produces: 

 

 [   ]   
  [  ]

      ∑       
    
   

  (25) 

 

Then, the handoff delays for SU1 and SU2 in the always stay case are: 

 

 [   ]  
 [  ]

(    )
  (26) 

 [   ]  
  [  ]

      ∑       
    
   

  (27) 

 

3.2. The extended data delivery time  

The average extended data delivery time is the time duration between the beginning of transmitting 

data and finishing the whole transmission, through which multiple interruptions may happen. The average 

delivery time of the data of a SU who has experienced multiple interruptions throughout its transmission 
period can be calculated as [11]: 

 

 [ ]  ∑  [ |   ]         
    
    (28) 

 

where N is the total number of interruptions of this SU. 

The extended data delivery time for this SU includes the service time of the secondary user and the 

accumulative delay caused by multiple handoffs. The conditional mean of the extended data delivery time for 

the regarded SU given the event N = n can be expressed as [11]: 

 

 [ |   ]    [  ]   ∑  [ ] 
    
    (29) 

 

where D is the handoff delay of the regarded SU for the ith interruption. Let    be the probability that a SU 

who have experienced interruptions is interrupted again. The probability of experiencing n times of 

interruption by this SU can be derived as:  
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              ∏   
   
     (30) 

 

where        [  ] from [11].  

Finally substituting (29) and (30) in (28) yields: 

 

 [ ]    [  ]   ∑ [ ∑  [ ] 
          ∏   

   
   ]    

     (31) 

 

where  [ ]  {
 [  ]              

 [   ]                        
}  

 
As shown in (31) can be rewritten for class one SU (SU1) for the stay case and change case 

respectively as: 

 

 [        ]    [   ]   ∑ [ ∑  [   ]
 
             ∏      

   
   ]    

     (32) 

 

 [          ]   [   ]   ∑ [ ∑  [  
  ]    

 
             ∏      

   
   ]    

     (33) 

 

Where            [     ]  
Substituting (19) and (26) into (32) and (33) yields the extended data delivery time of SU1 for stay 

case and change case respectively. While for class 2 SU (SU2) the extended data delivery time for stay case  

and change case can be expressed respectively as: 

 

 [        ]    [   ]   ∑ [ ∑  [   ]
 
             ∏      

   
   ]    

    (34) 

 

 [          ]    [   ]   ∑ [ ∑  [    ]    
 
             ∏      

   
   ]    

    (35) 

 

where,            [     ]  
Substituting (20) and (27) in (34) and (35) produces the extended data delivery time of SU2 for stay case  

and change case respectively.  

Depending on the analytical results, SUs can adaptively decide which target channel sequence is 

better to minimize their extended data delivery time. Therefore, according to the principle of adaptive 
channel selection, the average delivery time of the data can be expressed as: 

 

 [ ]       [     ]  [       ]   

 

 

4.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The suggested model‟s performance is evaluated by using the delay performance measures  

and compared it with the models introduced in [11] and [16]. In the experiments, the duration of time slot 

that is used is 10 msec which is recommended by the standard of IEEE 802.22. It is assumed that PUs  

and SUs service time to be considered an exponential distribution with SUs service time of  [    ]= 

 [    ]=8 (slots/arrival) and PU service time of  [  ]     (slots/arrival), furthermore it is assumed that 

    =     = 0.0075. A range for    as [0, 0.0325] is selected in order to cover a high range of utilization  

and to satisfy the stability condition    . It is considered that the two channels have the same parameters 

and the channel switching delay    is neglected as it has a small value and we set     = 5. 

In order to validate the proposed analytical model, a simulation environment is set up  
similar to the model described in Section 2, where the model parameters are chosen as given above.  

A MATLAB Simulink model has been developed using SimEvents toolbox that is used in modeling a 

discrete event system [25].  

Figure 4 and 5 shows a comparison between analytical and simulation results for the stay case  

and change case respectively. From the graphs it is clear that the analytical and simulation results are 

approximately the same which validate the proposed model. In addition from the figures we can conclude 

that    and the average extended data delivery time for SUs    [ ]   increase linearly. As the arrival rate  

of the PUs grows, the extended data delivery time   [ ]  for SUs of both classes and for both stay case  

and change case grows also. As    increases, the chance of finding an idle channel for SU reduces, also  

the interruption probability grows and this increases the handoff delay and the extended data delivery time. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between the analytical results 

and simulation results for the stay case 

Figure 5. Comparison between the analytical results 

and the simulation results for the change case 

 

 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of the extended data delivery time for the non-

switching (always stay) and switching (always change) spectrum handoff strategies and the traffic adaptive 

target channel selection principle for SU1 and SU2 respectively. It is shown that for the switching case, 

higher values of    will raise the probability of having higher waiting time for SUs. The traffic adaptive 

channel selection, can appropriately select a better target channel according to traffic conditions. In Figure 6 

it is shown that a cross point occurs when    is equal to 0.0195 arrivals /slot, where the always stay strategy 

and always change strategy results in the same extended data delivery time. The SU choses to switch to 

another channel for lower values of    (          , while for higher values of    (           ) it 

decides to stay at its channel.  

 

 

  
  

Figure 6. Comparison between the extended data 

delivery time of the stay case and change case of 

SU1 as well as the traffic adaptive target channel 

selection principle 

Figure 7. Comparison between the extended data 

delivery time of the stay case and change case of SU2 

as well as the traffic adaptive target channel  

selection principle 

 

 

Figure 8 illustrates the comparison between the suggested model in this thesis and the model 

presented in [16] for the change case. The performance of the proposed model is better in comparison with 

the model presented in [16] since it decreases the extended data delivery time, specifically for the high values 

of   . For the stay case, the extended data delivery time of the proposed model is approximately the same as 

of the model in [16] when the interrupted SU choses to stay at its channel, it will be pushed in the head  

of the queue of its priority. This means, it has higher priority than all the waiting users so separating a queue 

for the interrupted users for the stay case doesn‟t make difference, while for the change case it improves  

the performance significantly. Figure 9 illustrates the comparison of the proposed model with the unitary SU 

model presented in [11] for the change case. The average extended data delivery time for the two classes of 
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SU is calculated as [   ]   
     [          ]      [          ]

         
  

 [          ]  [          ]

 
 , It is clearly shown 

that the suggested model has a better performance when the interrupted user is assigned a higher priority to 

reduce the handoff delay and the extended data delivery time for the change case, while preserves it for  
the always stay case.  

 

 

  
  

Figure 8. Comparison for the change case between the 

suggested model and the model proposed in [16]. 

Figure 9. Comparison of the suggested model with 

the unitary model proposed in [11] 
 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

In the present paper, M/G/1 queuing model based on a mixed preemptive non-preemptive resume 

priority PRP/NPRP has been proposed to characterize multiple handoff delay. In the proposed queuing model 

the SUs traffic is classified into two priority classes the highest priority class is assigned for the delay 

sensitive services whereas the lowest priority class is assigned for delay insensitive services. Furthermore, the 

model assigns higher priority for the SUs that has experienced interruption over uninterrupted SUs (new 

arriving SUs) for both classes of SU for the purpose of decreasing the handoff delay for the secondary users 

that experienced interruption. The proposed model has analyzed and evaluated the average extended data 

delivery time for two different proactive spectrum handoff strategies (non-switching and switching 

strategies). Numerical results have indicated that the suggested model performs better than the existing 
models and decreases the extended data delivery time for both SU classes for the change case, while 

preserves it for the always stay case.  
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